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Abstract The use of overhead lines for power transmis-

sion in the future high-voltage and large-capacity voltage-

source converter (VSC)-based direct current (DC) grid will

significantly increase the probability of temporary faults.

To eliminate potential adverse impacts such as erroneous

protection, line-insulation failure, and even damage to

power electronic devices resulting from a DC breaker

reclosing operation with the traditional sequential auto-

reclosing strategy, a novel sequential auto-reclosing strat-

egy for hybrid HVDC breakers (HHBs) in VSC-based DC

grids is proposed. This strategy is based on the step-by-step

operation of the transfer branch in the HHB. As a result,

du/dt resulting from the HHB reclosing operation is greatly

reduced, and therefore those potential negative impacts can

be eliminated. Several other advantages are also presented.

The feasibility and validity of the proposed strategy are

verified in a four-terminal annular VSC-based DC grid

electromagnetic transient model.

Keywords Overhead line, Voltage-sourced converter

(VSC)-based direct current grid, Temporary fault, Hybrid

HVDC breaker (HHB), Auto-reclosing strategy

1 Introduction

The voltage-source converter (VSC)-based direct cur-

rent (DC) grid [1–3] has been anecdotally recognized as a

feasible solution for optimal allocation, wide-area

reciprocity, and flexible consumption of large-scale

renewable energy [4, 5]. Overhead lines (OHLs) are still

considered to be the dominant transmission form for the

future VSC-based DC grid. However, compared with an

alternating current (AC) system, serious damage to power

electronic components or the complete shutdown of a

VSC-based DC grid will be caused by a steeply increasing

fault current, owing to the low impedance of a short-circuit

path [6–8]. Moreover, temporary faults will be more likely

because of the use of OHLs in unpredictable and harsh

environments. Consequently, both fault isolation and sys-

tem recovery are crucial problems [9–11] urgently to be

solved in the construction of the high-voltage and large-

capacity VSC-based DC grid.

A variety of fault-isolation and system-recovery

schemes have been proposed. They can be broadly divided

into two technical routes. One is based on converters

incapable of fault current interruption and DC breakers

(DCBs) [12–15]. Fault isolation and system recovery are

mainly realized by the fast operation of the corresponding

DCBs. The other is based on converters capable of fault

current interruption [16–21] and an ultrafast mechanical

switch (UMS). The fault current is first interrupted by

converters. Then the fault section is isolated by the UMS.

System recovery is achieved by their coordinated
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operation. The former route appears to be more competi-

tive for the VSC-based DC grid in regards to the contin-

uous and reliable transmission of active power.

Research of the former route primarily focuses on fault

analysis [22, 23], protection schemes [24–30], fault loca-

tion [31–34], and protection coordination [35], generally to

the exclusion of system-recovery strategies. Similar to an

AC system, system recovery of the VSC-based DC grid can

be realized by the reclosing operation of DCBs. However,

based on different working principles, the breaking time of

an AC breaker is typically 40–60 ms, while that of a DCB

can be as fast as 3 ms. Moreover, unlike an AC system, the

DC system has no natural zero-crossing point. Therefore,

reclosing in the DC system should be reconsidered.

Synchronous operation of the transfer branch in a hybrid

HVDC breaker (HHB) [36] has been proposed to reduce

the adverse effects on the VSC-based DC grid from a DCB

reclosing operation under a permanent fault [37]. Specifi-

cally, all fully-controlled fast-power electronic switches in

the transfer branch are energized to carry out the reclosing

operation synchronously. Then the main branch is con-

ducted if no fault is detected. Conversely, once a perma-

nent fault is detected, all the fully-controlled fast-power

electronic switches in the transfer branch will be immedi-

ately de-energized synchronously to interrupt the fault

current. We call this the traditional sequential auto-re-

closing strategy in this paper, and with its help, the fault

current can be interrupted immediately if a permanent fault

is detected. However, potential negative impacts such as

erroneous protection, line-insulation failure, and even

damage to power electronic devices will occur when the

fault is temporary.

To eliminate these potential negative impacts in the

system-recovery procedure, a novel sequential auto-re-

closing strategy for HHBs in VSC-based DC grids is pro-

posed in this paper. Based on the step-by-step operation of

the transfer branch, this strategy eliminates potential neg-

ative impacts of the traditional sequential auto-reclosing

strategy, and has several other advantages.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the overall protection-operation

sequence for the DC line and the sequential operation

sequence of the HHB, and analyzes the energy dissipated

by the metal oxide varistor (MOV) in each unit. In Sec-

tion 3, based on the traditional sequential auto-reclosing

strategy, the novel sequential auto-reclosing strategy is

proposed. Theoretical analysis of the two strategies is

discussed in Section 4. The PSCAD/EMTDC simulation

verification is performed in Section 5. Section 6 makes

concluding remarks.

2 Basic principle

2.1 Overall protection operation sequence

The overall protection operation sequence based on the

former technical route is shown in Fig. 1. The DC line-

protection system identifies a fault within 3 ms and sends a

protection action order to the local DCB, which completes

its breaking operation within 3 ms after receiving the order.

The fault line finishes the deionization to recover its

insulation within about 300 ms. The local DCB executes its

reclosing operation after the insulation recovery. If the

fault has been cleared, the VSC-based DC grid will resume

its normal power. Otherwise, the local DCB will break

again to isolate the fault line.

The overall protection operation sequence is as follows.

1) t0: DC line fault inception.

2) t0-t1: fault identification by line-protection system.

3) t1: protection action order is sent to the local DCB.

4) t1-t2: DCB breaking operation.

5) t2-t3: fault-line deionization to recover its insulation.

6) t3: DCB starts its reclosing operation.

7) t3-t4: DCB executes its reclosing operation. If the

operation is successful, then the system will resume its

normal power after a certain time and procedure t4-t5
will be skipped.

8) t4-t5: if the DCB reclosing operation is unsuccessful,

the DCB will break again to isolate the fault line.

2.2 Sequential operation sequence of HHB

As shown in Fig. 2, the HHB based on the cascaded

diode full-bridge module consists of main, transfer, and

absorption branches [38]. The main branch, which is

composed of an UMS with multi-breaks and a small

number of power electronic modules (PEMs), mainly

conducts load current in normal operation and assists in

transferring fault current in the DCB breaking operation.

The transfer branch consists of hundreds of PEMs in series,

and is mainly utilized to bear the fault current in a short

time and establish the transient breaking voltage. The

absorption branch is composed of MOVs and is used to

suppress the transient breaking voltage and dissipate the

energy stored in the system.

The sequential operation sequence of the HHB is shown

in Fig. 3, where imain, itransfer and iMOV denote the current

t0

Fault 
identification

DCB
breaking

t1

DC line
deionization

DCB breaking 
again

t2 t3 t4 t5
3 ms 3 ms 300 ms 3 ms15-20 ms

DCB
reclosing

Fig. 1 Overall protection operation sequence
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of the main branch, transfer branch and absorption

branch respectively, and uHHB denotes the port-voltage of

HHB.

1) t0: DC line-fault inception.

2) t1: local HHB receives the protection action order from

the DC line-protection system.

3) t2: local HHB starts the first commutation to force the

fault current to shift from its main branch to its transfer

branch.

4) t3: local HHB starts the second commutation to force

the fault current to shift from its transfer branch to its

absorption branch. The port-voltage of HHB rises

from zero to a higher protective voltage UMOV in a

very short time due to the triggered MOVs in the

absorption branch.

5) t4: the fault current is forced to zero with the help of

the higher protective voltage UMOV, and the port-

voltage of HHB equals the DC bus voltage Udc after its

breaking operation.

2.3 Energy dissipated by MOV in each unit

When a short-circuit fault f near S1 occurs on Line12 in

the three-terminal MMC-HVDC system shown in Fig. 4,

the fault current flowing through HHB12 will rise

sharply.

Referring to the sequential operation sequence of the

HHB shown in Fig. 3, the fault current mainly contributed

by MMC in S1 can be expressed as:

if12ðtÞ ¼ I12 þ
V1

Lloop
ðt � t0Þ ð1Þ

where I12 is the pre-faulted steady-state current of Line12;

V1 is the DC voltage of the MMC in S1; and Lloop is the

total fault loop inductance.

For HHB12, the peak currents of the main branch and

transfer branch appear at t2 and t3 respectively, and can be

calculated as:

ifMB ¼ I12 þ
V1

Lloop
ðt2 � t0Þ ð2Þ

ifTB ¼ I12 þ
V1

Lloop
ðt3 � t0Þ ð3Þ

As shown in Fig. 3, the voltage can be assumed to be

constant at the protection level during t3-t4 for the MOV in

each unit. The maximum energy dissipated by the MOV in

each unit can be calculated as:

EMOV ¼ t4 � t3

2
VMOVifTB ð4Þ

where VMOV is the rated protective voltage of the MOV in

each cascaded unit.

3 Sequential auto-reclosing strategies

The auto-reclosing transient procedure of the HHB is

shown in Fig. 5. The initial states of HHBM and HHBN are

both open. To illustrate, HHBM near DC bus M is taken as

an example. The state of HHBM reclosing in Fig. 5a can be

revealed by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5b, where two DC

Main branch

MOV1

UMS

PEMs

Transfer branch

PEMnPEM2PEM1

MOV2 MOVn
Absorption branch

Fig. 2 Basic structure of HHB

i

t

t

uHHB

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

The first  
commutation

The second  
commutation

imain

itransfer

iMOV

Fig. 3 Sequential operation sequence of HHB

MMC MMC

MMC

S1 S2

S3

HHB12
L12

Line12

L21

HHB31
L31

B1 B2

HHB21

HHB13
L13

Line13

i12

i13

f

B3

Fig. 4 One-line diagram of a three-terminal MMC-HVDC system
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voltage sources with equal amplitude but opposite polarity

are connected in series. According to the superposition

principle, the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5b can be

decomposed into two states: the state before reclosing and

an additional state, as shown in Fig. 5c, d, respectively. In

the state before reclosing shown in Fig. 5c, u0 equals the

voltage difference between DC bus M and DC line LineMN.

As shown in Fig. 5d, a DC voltage source -u0 will be

connected to the DC system in series at t0.

3.1 Traditional auto-reclosing strategy

The traditional auto-reclosing strategy [33] for the HHB

is shown in Fig. 6. In this strategy, PEMs in the main

branch are energized after the fault current is interrupted by

MOVs in the absorption branch. Having waited for the

predetermined deionization period for insulation recovery,

the HHB performs its reclosing operation.

As shown in Fig. 6, the initial states of the PEMs and

UMS in the main branch are closed and open, respectively.

Those of PEMi (i = 1, 2,…, n) in the transfer branch are all

open. The traditional sequential auto-reclosing sequence is

as follows.

1) t0: all PEMi in the transfer branch are energized at the

same time. If the fault has been cleared, then there will

no fault current to be detected. Once a fault current is

detected, all PEMi (i = 1, 2, …, n) in the transfer

branch are de-energized synchronously again, and the

next procedure will be skipped.

2) t1: if all PEMi in the transfer branch are energized

successfully, then the UMS in the main branch will be

energized.

3) t2: all PEMi in the transfer branch are de-energized at

the same time. As a result, the main branch of the

HHB is in a conducting state.

It can be concluded from the additional state shown in

Fig. 5d that the larger DC voltage source -u0 suddenly

connected to the DC system in series at t0 will result in a

larger du/dt under a temporary fault, which will negatively

influence the whole VSC-based DC grid. Specifically, the

larger du/dt may cause erroneous protection. Moreover, the

resultant voltage oscillation may cause line-insulation

failure and even damage to power electronic devices. To

eliminate these potential adverse impacts, it is necessary to

redesign the sequential auto-reclosing strategy and propose

an optimal sequential auto-reclosing strategy.

3.2 Proposed auto-reclosing strategy

The proposed sequential auto-reclosing strategy is based

on the step-by-step operation of the PEMs in the transfer

branch of the HHB. As shown in Fig. 7, the initial states of

the PEMs, UMS, and PEMi (i = 1, 2, …, n) are the same

as those in the traditional auto-reclosing strategy. The

proposed sequential auto-reclosing sequence is as follows.

1) t0: PEM1 in the transfer branch is energized to bypass

MOV1. If the fault has been cleared, then there will be

no fault current to be detected. If the fault is

M N

T1 T2u0 u0

LineMN
HHBN

HHBM
t0

M N

T1 T2u0

LineMN
HHBN

HHBM

M N

T1 T2u0

LineMN
HHBN

HHBM
t0

M N

T1 T2

LineMN
HHBN

HHBM
t0

(a) Reclosing state

(b) Equivalent circuit

(c) State before reclosing

(d) Additional state

Fig. 5 HHB reclosing operation

PEM1

PEM2

PEM3

PEMn

UMS

PEMs

t0 t1 t2 t

Closed

Open Closed

Open Closed Open

OpenClosedOpen

OpenClosedOpen

OpenClosedOpen

Unit

Fig. 6 Traditional auto-reclosing strategy
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permanent, then the remaining MOVs that have not

been bypassed may be triggered, and a fault current

will occur. Once the fault current is detected, PEM1 in

the transfer branch will be de-energized immediately,

and the following procedures will be skipped.

2) t1: PEM2 in the transfer branch is energized to bypass

MOV2. Once a fault current is detected, PEM1 and

PEM2 in the transfer branch will be de-energized

immediately, and the next procedures will be skipped.

3) t2: PEM3 in the transfer branch is energized to bypass

MOV3. Once a fault current is detected, PEM1, PEM2,

and PEM3 in the transfer branch will be de-energized

immediately, and the next procedures will be skipped.

4) tn-1: PEMn in the transfer branch is energized to bypass

MOVn. Once a fault current is detected, all PEMi

(i = 1, 2, …, n) in the transfer branch will be de-

energized immediately, and the next procedures will

be skipped.

5) tn: if all PEMi (i = 1, 2, …, n) in the transfer branch

are energized successfully and no fault current has

been detected, then the UMS in the main branch will

be energized.

6) tn?1: all PEMi (i = 1, 2, …, n) in the transfer branch

are de-energized at the same time. As a result, the

main branch of the HHB is in a conducting state.

Using the proposed strategy, it is obvious that the DC

voltage source -u0 is gradually connected to the DC sys-

tem in series at time intervals between t0 and tn-1 under a

temporary fault. Compared with the traditional auto-re-

closing strategy, the resultant du/dt can be considerably

reduced. Therefore, potential negative impacts caused by

the HHB reclosing with the traditional auto-reclosing

strategy can be eliminated.

4 Theoretical analysis

The HHB auto-reclosing operation is shown in Fig. 8.

The initial voltage of terminal T1 connected with the MMC

is equivalent to a DC voltage source V1, while that of

terminal T2 connected with the transmission line is nearly

zero. In essence, DC lines connected with terminals T1 and

T2 of the HHB are connected through the absorption

branch operating in a small-current zone.

The reclosing operation based on the traditional strategy

is shown in Fig. 9. Essentially, T1 and T2 are suddenly

short-circuited by a wire at t0. It can be concluded from the

addition state shown in Fig. 5d that whether the fault is

temporary or permanent, there must be a DC voltage

source -V1 suddenly connected to the DC line in series at

the same time. The resultant larger du/dt will negatively

influence the whole system, especially under a temporary

fault.

The reclosing operation based on the proposed strategy

is shown in Fig. 10. The cascaded MOVs are gradually

bypassed by the corresponding PEMs in the transfer branch

from time t0 to tn step by step. If the fault is temporary, then

the transmission line will be charged through MOVs that

are not yet bypassed, and as a result, the voltage VLine will

gradually increase from zero to V1, and du/dt can be mostly

reduced. If the fault is permanent, then VLine will always be

zero. When MOVk is bypassed at time tk-1, the remaining

MOVs will be triggered because of their lower protection

level in the reclosing procedure.

The equivalent circuit under a permanent fault is shown

in Fig. 11. The equivalent DC voltage and resistance of the

triggered MOVs are V0 and R0, respectively. The protection

level V0 of the triggered MOVs is:

V0 ¼ ðn� kÞVMOV ð5Þ

It can be concluded from the addition state shown in

Fig. 5d and the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 11 that the

equivalent DC voltage source -(V1 - V0) suddenly

PEM1

PEM2

PEM3

PEMn

UMS

PEMs

t0 t1 t2 tn 1 tn tn+1 t

Closed

Open Closed

OpenClosedOpen

Open Closed Open

Closed OpenOpen

Closed OpenOpen

Unit

Fig. 7 Proposed auto-reclosing strategy

MOV1

UMS
PEMs

PEM1 PEM2

MOV2

PEMn

MOVn

T1 T2Main branch

Transfer branch

Absorption branch

V1 VLine

L

Fig. 8 Initial state of HHB auto-reclosing operation
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connected to the DC system in series at time tk-1, will be

greatly reduced.

In summary, whether the fault is temporary or perma-

nent, the resultant du/dt can be mostly reduced by the

proposed auto-reclosing strategy, eliminating the potential

negative impacts resulting from the HHB reclosing with

the traditional auto-reclosing strategy.

5 Simulation verification

To verify the feasibility and validity of the proposed

sequential auto-reclosing strategy, a ±500 kV four-termi-

nal annular VSC-based DC grid electromagnetic transient

model, as shown in Fig. 12, is built in the PSCAD/EMTDC

environment. The VSC-based DC grid operates in rigid

bipolar mode with a metallic return, which is grounded

through a resistance of 15 X in converter station S4. The

frequency-dependent line model is adopted for all 500 kV

OHLs. The main parameters of the VSC-based DC grid and

control modes of the four converter stations are shown in

Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The transfer branch and

absorption branch of each HHB are divided into 10 cas-

caded units with the same characteristics on average. The

time interval between each two successive enabling pulses

for PEMs in the transfer branch is 2 ms.

The performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated in

the VSC-based DC grid electromagnetic transient model

under typical faults including pole-to-ground and pole-to-

pole short-circuit faults. These two typical faults are set in

the middle position of OHL34 at t = 2 s. About 3 ms later,

HHB34 and HHB43 receive protection-action orders from

their local line-protection systems and perform their

breaking operations. At about t = 2.006 s, the fault current

begins to decrease from the peak value to zero in

10–20 ms. It should be noted that there is no MMC

blocking in this procedure. After the predetermined

deionization period of 300 ms, HHB34 starts its sequential

auto-reclosing operation. If this is successful, then HHB43

implements its sequential auto-reclosing operation, refer-

ring to the sequential auto-reclosing strategies of the AC

circuit breaker. The simulation results based on these two

kinds of sequential auto-reclosing strategies under the

typical faults are analyzed.

5.1 Performance under pole-to-ground short-circuit

fault

5.1.1 Temporary fault

The control signals for PEMs in transfer branch under a

temporary pole-to-ground fault and the simulation results

based on the two kinds of sequential auto-reclosing

strategies are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 for the case of

setting the duration time of a temporary positive pole-to-

ground short-circuit fault of less than 300 ms.

As shown in Fig. 13, the control signals for PEMs in the

transfer branch with the traditional strategy operate syn-

chronously, while those with the proposed strategy operate

step by step. In Fig. 14a, the port voltage of HHB34,

locating at the positive-pole line with the traditional strat-

egy, decreases to zero vertically, while with the proposed

strategy, it gradually reduces to 0 with a ramp. In Fig. 14b,

an obvious current oscillation occurs in the same HHB34

branch currents with the traditional strategy, while there is

almost no current oscillation with the proposed strategy. As

shown in Fig. 14c, a large voltage oscillation, with a

T1 T2

V1

L

VLine

t0

Fig. 9 Operation based on traditional auto-reclosing strategy

T1 T2

V1

L

VLine
MOV1

tnt0

MOVn

Fig. 10 Operation based on proposed auto-reclosing strategy

T1 T2

V1

L

f

V0

R0

Fig. 11 Equivalent circuit for the proposed strategy under permanent

fault
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MMC MMC

S1 S2

S3 S4

HHB12
L12

OHL12

HHB24

L24

OHL24

205 km

187 km

OHL34

206 km

HHB42

L42

HHB31

L31

OHL13 50 km

HHB13

L13

L21

L34 HHB43
L43

B1

B3

B2

B4

HHB21

HHB34

Fig. 12 ±500 kV four-terminal annular VSC-based DC grid
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maximum value up to about 1.55 p.u. of the rated DC

voltage, occurs in the fault line with the traditional strat-

egy, yet there is almost no voltage oscillation with the

proposed strategy. In Fig. 14d, the current waveforms of

the fault line with the corresponding auto-reclosing strat-

egy are the same as in Fig. 14e because the HHBs are

connected with the DC lines in series. As shown in

Fig. 14e, f, larger voltage oscillations are discovered in the

healthy pole lines with the traditional strategy, but there are

no obvious voltage oscillations with the proposed strategy.

In Fig. 14g, h, obvious oscillations are observed in the

outlet currents of all the converter stations with the tradi-

tional strategy, while there are almost no current oscilla-

tions in the outlet currents of the four converter stations

with the proposed strategy. As shown in Fig. 14i, no

energy is absorbed by the MOV in the cascaded unit with

the traditional strategy, while energy absorbed by the MOV

in the cascaded unit with the proposed strategy is discov-

ered in the same HHB34 auto-reclosing procedure. How-

ever, the dissipated energy with the proposed strategy is

still within the tolerance of the corresponding MOV, and

could be ignored when compared to that in the same

HHB34 breaking procedure.

Fig. 13 Control signals for PEMs in transfer branch under a

temporary pole-to-ground fault

Fig. 14 Simulation results under a temporary pole-to-ground fault

Table 1 Main parameters of VSC-based DC grid

Converter

station

Operation

mode

Rated

capacity

(MVA)

Rated DC

voltage

(kV)

Rated AC

voltage

(kV)

SCR Transformer

ratio

Arm

inductance

(mH)

SM

number

Redundancy

(%)

SM

capacitance

(mF)

S1 Bipolar 1700 ±500 220 5 220/275 100 264 8 8

S2 Bipolar 1700 ±500 500 5 500/275 100 264 8 8

S3 Bipolar 3400 ±500 220 5 220/275 50 264 8 15

S4 Bipolar 3400 ±500 500 5 500/275 50 264 8 15

Table 2 Control modes of four converter stations

Converter station P (MW) Udc (kV) Q (Mvar) Uac (kV)

S1 1250 0

S2 ± 500 0

S3 2500 0

S4 -3000 0
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5.1.2 Permanent fault

The control signals for PEMs in transfer branch under a

temporary pole-to-ground fault and the simulation results

based on the two kinds of sequential auto-reclosing

strategies are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 for the case when

the positive pole-to-ground short-circuit fault is

permanent.

As shown in Fig. 15, a permanent fault is detected

immediately with the traditional strategy, while with the

proposed strategy, it is not detected until the MOVs that

have not been bypassed are triggered. Once the fault is

detected, the control signals for PEMs in the transfer

branch are de-energized immediately. In Fig. 16a, a larger

oscillation in the port-voltage of HHB34 at the positive-pole

line is observed after the voltage decreases to zero verti-

cally with the traditional strategy, while with the proposed

strategy, a smaller voltage oscillation is discovered due to

the voltage caused by the triggered MOVs that have not

been bypassed. In Fig. 16b, the fault current flowing

through the same HHB34 is detected somewhat earlier with

the traditional strategy. The current occurring in the

reclosing procedure is much smaller than the peak current

in the breaking procedure. As shown in Fig. 16c, the

voltage oscillation amplitude of the fault line with the

traditional strategy is larger than that with the proposed

strategy. In Fig. 16d, the current waveforms of the fault

line with the corresponding auto-reclosing strategy are the

same as those in Fig. 16b, again because the HHBs are

connected with DC lines in series. As shown in Fig. 16e, f,

the voltages of healthy pole lines show a larger oscillation

with the traditional strategy than those with the proposed

strategy. In Fig. 16g, h, no obvious oscillation is observed

in the outlet currents of all the converter stations with

either strategy. As shown in Fig. 16i, the maximum energy

absorbed by MOV in a cascaded unit is larger with the

proposed strategy than that with the traditional strategy in

the same HHB34 auto-reclosing procedure. However, the

dissipated energy is still within the tolerance of the corre-

sponding MOV and can be ignored when compared to that

in the same HHB34 breaking procedure.

5.2 Performance under pole-to-pole short-circuit

fault

5.2.1 Temporary fault

Simulation results based on the two kinds of sequential

auto-reclosing strategies are shown in Fig. 17 for the case

of setting the duration time of a temporary pole-to-pole

short-circuit fault of less than 300 ms.

The control signals omitted here for PEMs in the

transfer branch with both strategies are the same as those

shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 17a, the port voltage of HHB34 in

the positive-pole line with the traditional strategy decreases

to zero vertically, while that with the proposed strategy

gradually reduces to zero with a ramp, which is the same as

Fig. 15 Control signals for PEMs in transfer branch under a

temporary pole-to-ground fault

Fig. 16 Simulation results under a permanent pole-to-ground fault
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in Fig. 14a. As shown in Fig. 17b–f, branch currents of the

same HHB34, faulty positive-pole line voltage, faulty

positive-pole line current, healthy positive-pole voltage,

and positive-pole outlet currents of the four converter sta-

tions with the traditional strategy show larger oscillations

than those with the proposed strategy. It is worth noting

that large voltage oscillations with peak values up to about

1.68 p.u. and 1.65 p.u. of the rated DC voltage respectively

occur in the faulty positive-pole line shown in Fig. 17c and

healthy positive-pole line between S1 and S2 shown in

Fig. 17e with the traditional strategy, while no obvious

voltage oscillation is observed in the same lines with the

proposed strategy. In Fig. 17g, no energy is absorbed by

the MOV in a cascaded unit with the traditional strategy,

while the energy absorbed with the proposed strategy is

within tolerance of the MOV and can be ignored

when compared to that in the same HHB34 breaking

procedure.

5.2.2 Permanent fault

The simulation results based on the two kinds of

sequential auto-reclosing strategies are shown in Fig. 18

for the case when the pole-to-pole short-circuit fault is

permanent.

The control signals omitted here for PEMs in the

transfer branch with both strategies are the same as those

shown in Fig. 15. In Fig. 18a, a larger oscillation in the

port voltage of HHB34 in the positive-pole line is observed

after the voltage decreases to zero vertically with the tra-

ditional strategy, while with the proposed strategy, a

smaller voltage oscillation is discovered due to the voltage

from triggered MOVs that have not been bypassed, which

is the same as in Fig. 16a. As shown in Fig. 18b, d, the

fault current, which is much smaller than the peak current

in the breaking procedure flowing through the same HHB34

and faulty positive-pole line, is detected somewhat earlier

with the traditional strategy. In Fig. 18c, e, a faulty posi-

tive-pole line voltage and healthy positive-pole voltage

show larger oscillations with the traditional strategy than

those with the proposed strategy, and are the same as those

under a permanent pole-to-ground fault. As shown in

Fig. 18f, no obvious oscillation is observed in the positive-

pole outlet currents of all the converter stations with either

strategy. In Fig. 18g, the maximum energy absorbed by the

MOV in a cascaded unit is larger with the proposed strat-

egy than that with the traditional strategy. However, the

dissipated energy is still within tolerance of the corre-

sponding MOV, and can be ignored when compared with

that in the same HHB34 breaking procedure.

5.3 Applicability analysis

Based on the simulations of both sequential auto-re-

closing strategies with typical faults, the proposed strategy

performs better overall than the traditional strategy, espe-

cially under temporary faults with a higher probability,

because of the use of OHLs.

To avoid more negative impacts on the whole VSC-

based DC grid, the HHB auto-reclosing operation based on

the traditional strategy should be performed from one side

of the DC line. If the auto-reclosing operation is successful

and the normal voltage is restored, then the HHB on the

other side of the DC line can be reclosed. In addition, if the

communication for the HHB auto-reclosing operation

between two sides of the DC line is a failure, then there

will be a false order for the corresponding HHB and an

even greater influence on the whole VSC-based DC grid.

However, the HHB auto-reclosing operation based on

the proposed strategy not only can be performed from one

side, but can simultaneously be carried out from two sides

of the DC line, and the communication for the HHB auto-

reclosing operation between two sides of the DC line can

be omitted economically. In addition, multiple auto-re-

closing operations can be executed because the negligible

dissipated energy is still within the tolerance of the corre-

sponding MOV. Moreover, the time consumed for the

Fig. 17 Simulation results under a temporary pole-to-pole fault
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HHB auto-reclosing can be neglected compared with the

predetermined deionization period for insulation recovery.

6 Conclusion

A novel sequential auto-reclosing strategy for HHBs in

VSC-based DC grids is proposed. This strategy is based on

the step-by-step operation of the PEMs in the transfer

branch of the HHB. The overall performance of the HHB

with the proposed strategy is better than that with the tra-

ditional strategy, especially under a temporary fault with a

higher probability because of the use of OHLs.

The resultant du/dt is largely reduced with the proposed

sequential auto-reclosing strategy, and therefore those

potential adverse impacts can be eliminated. The HHB

auto-reclosing operation based on the proposed sequential

auto-reclosing strategy not only can be performed from one

side of the DC line, but can be carried out from two sides

simultaneously. Also, communication for the HHB auto-

reclosing operation between two sides of the DC line can

be omitted economically. Multiple auto-reclosing opera-

tions can be executed because of the negligible dissipated

energy, and time consumption can be neglected compared

with the predetermined deionization period for insulation

recovery.
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